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(SOUND: THUNDER)





HUNTSMAN:
Oh dear Ol’ Lady, you are always worrying.



HUNTSMAN:
We will head home aer the storm clears. 



HUNTSMAN:
Relax, we are safe and warm. 



HUNTSMAN:
We must give thanks to Lucky Simon for finding this place.









(SOUND: The sound of bag pipes being played in the distance.)



(SOUND: The sound bag pipes
 being played in the distance.)

HUNTSMAN:
Someone’s playing the old pipes beaufully.



(SOUND: The sound bag pipes
 being played in the distance.)

HUNTSMAN:
Come. We must meet this person.



(SOUND: The sound bag pipes
 being played in the distance.)



(SOUND: The sound bag pipes
 being played in the distance.)



(SOUND: The sound bag pipes
 being played in the distance.)



(SOUND: The bag pipes are louder. They are closer.)



(SOUND: bag pipes being played.)HUNTSMEN:
They sound so wonderful.



(SOUND: bag pipes being played.)HUNTSMAN:
Once again, your luck has lead us here. Let’s go meet em’.



Ol’ Lady:
(BARK)



HUNTSMAN:
There she goes worrying again.



HUNTSMAN:
Ol’ Lady, you can stay out here. As long as Lucky Simon is with me, it will be fine.



Ol’ Lady:
(WHIMPERS)



OLD WOMAN:
Welcome. Come in.

(Bag pipes are a lile louder)



HUNTSMAN:
I must meet the piper.

(The sound of bag pipes are closer, 
but sll distance.)



OLD WOMAN:
Yes, of course. May I take your hat?





HUNTSMAN:
Lucky Simon! Don’t be rude!...



HUNTSMAN:
...We are guest.

LUCKY SIMON:
(GROWLS)



OLD WOMAN:
Oh, that’s okay.

LUCKY SIMON:
(GROWLS)



OLD WOMAN:
The piper is this way.

( The playing of bag pipes 
are loud and clear)



(SOUND: PEOPLE chaer. Bag pipes being played beaufully.)







(THE PIPER stops playing the bag pipes)





HUNTSMAN:
I’ve never heard anyone play the pipes as beaufully as you do.



THE PIPER:
...



OLD WOMAN:
Would you like a drink?



OLD WOMAN:
It’s a gi from the piper.



HUNTSMAN:
Thank you. 



HUNTSMAN:
To the piper!





HUNTSMAN:
Oh my this is wonderful!



(THE PIPER begins playing again.)













LUCKY SIMON:
(BARK! BARK! BARK!)



LUCKY SIMON:
(BARK! BARK! BARK!)



LUCKY SIMON:
(BARK! BARK! BARK!)



LUCKY SIMON:
(BARK! BARK! BARK!)





LUCKY SIMON:
(BARK! BARK! BARK!)



LUCKY SIMON:
(BARK! BARK! BARK!)







LUCKY SIMON:
(BARK! BARK! BARK!)









LUCKY SIMON:
(BARK! BARK! BARK!)

































































LUCKY SIMON:
(WHIMPERS)





HUNTSMAN:
I tell ya. You are so lucky.














